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Gideon Data Analysts and Data Scientists Internships 
 

 The internships are designed to provide students engaged in a field of data analytics and data science with practical experience in 

applying knowledge and theory learned in the classroom. In a team environment, students will also have an opportunity to develop 

professional skills in the workplace, learn about the work environment, improve interpersonal skills, share their insights, embrace new 

ideas and give direction to positive change. Here in Gideon, where we are surrounded by data and where the challenge of big data and 

analytical methodologies grows rapidly, we need to develop and improve our data analytics and data science skills on a daily basis. As a 

student, you can take an active role in finding an appropriate internship theme for yourself, based on your interests and some of the (or all) 

responsibilities and skills of data analysts and data scientist described below.  

 

Data Analyst Responsibilities and Skills 

 Data analysts collect, organize, clean, transform, validate, study and interpret different data sets and statistical information in 

order to make conclusions from the data for decision making purposes. Candidates for entry-level jobs will need a bachelor’s or master’s 

degree in math, statistics, computer science, information management, finance or economics. All of these subjects place a heavy 

emphasis on statistical and analytical skills. Depending on their level of expertise, data analysts may: 

 Work with IT teams, management and/or data scientist to determine and achieve goals 
 Mine data from primary and secondary resources 
 Clean and prune data to discard irrelevant information 
 Analyze and interpret results using standard statistical tools and techniques 
 Pinpoint trends, correlations and patterns in complicated data sets 
 Identify new opportunities for process improvements 
 Build concise data reports and clear data visualizations  
 Identify and solve data related issues 

Data analysts are sometimes called ‘junior data scientists’ or ‘data scientist in training’. Instead of being free to create their own big data 

projects, they may be limited to tackling specific business tasks using existing tools, systems and data sets.  

Desired technical skills: 

 Statistical methods and languages  
 Data warehousing and BI platforms 
 Databases and database querying languages  
 Data mining, cleaning, munging, visualization and reporting methods 
 Machine learning techniques 

Desired business skills: 

 Analytic problem-solving: Employing best practices to analyze large amounts of data while maintaining intense attention to detail 

 Effective communication: Using reports and presentations to explain complex technical ideas and methods to an audience of 
laymen 

 Creative thinking: Questioning established business practices and brainstorming new approaches to data analysis 

 Industry knowledge (domain knowledge): Understanding what drives industry and how data can contribute to the success 

Today’s data analysts should be prepared for a change. Self-services business intelligence software and automation is replacing many of 
the regular tasks that in the past technical expert would have been required to handle. Executives can now monitor KPIs, build 
dashboards, generate data reports and identify business strengths and weakness by themselves. The need for analyst to extract 
structured information from databases and prepare it for consumption is rapidly decreasing. On the other hand, the need for statistical 
gurus to handle the flood of unstructured data is rapidly increasing. These men and women are obliged to clean, filter and convert billions 
of diverse data points. They must employ complex modeling and predictive analytics techniques to generate useful insights and actions. 
They have to explain what they’ve discovered to rooms of confused layman.  

 

  



Data Scientist Responsibilities and Skills 

 Data scientists take an enormous mass of messy data points (unstructured and structured) and use their formidable skills in math, 
statistics and programming to clean, massage and organize them. Then they apply all their analytic powers – industry knowledge, 
contextual understanding, and skepticism of existing assumptions – to uncover hidden solutions to business challenges. Successful data 
scientists have a strong technical background, but the best data scientists also have great intuition about data. Rather than throwing every 
feature possible into a black box machine learning model and seeing what comes out, one should first think about if the data makes sense. 
Are the features meaningful, and do they reflect what you think they should mean? Given the way your data is distributed, which model 
should you be using? What does it mean if a value is missing, and what should you do with it? The answers to these questions differ 
depending on the problem you are solving, the way the data was logged, etc., and the best data scientists look for and adapt to these 
different scenarios. The best data scientists are also great at communicating, both to other data scientists and non-technical people. It’s 
determined that 88% of data scientists have a master’s degree and 46% have a PhD. The majority of these degrees are in rigorous 
quantitative, technical or scientific subjects, including math and statistics (32%), computer science (19%) and engineering (16%). 
Depending on their level of expertise, data scientists may: 

 Conduct undirected research and frame open-ended industry questions 

 Extract huge volumes of data from multiple internal and external sources 

 Employ sophisticated analytics programs, machine learning and statistical methods to prepare data for use in predictive and 

prescriptive modeling 

 Thoroughly clean and prune data to discard irrelevant information 

 Devise data-driven solutions to the most pressing challenges 

 Invent new algorithms to solve problems and build new tools to automate work 

 Build high-performance algorithms, prototypes, predictive models and proof of concepts 

 Research opportunities for data acquisition and new uses for existing data 

 Develop data set processes for data modeling, mining and production 

 Recommend ways to improve data reliability, efficiency and quality 

 Communicate predictions and findings to management and IT departments through effective data visualizations and reports 

 Recommend cost-effective changes to existing procedures and strategies 

Desired technical skills: 

 Math (e.g. linear algebra, calculus and probability) 

 Statistics (e.g. hypothesis testing and summary statistics) 

 Machine learning tools and techniques, predictive modeling, NLP analysis 

 Software engineering skills (e.g. distributed computing, algorithms and data structures) 

 Data mining, cleaning, munging, visualizations and reporting techniques 

 Unstructured data techniques 

 R and/or SAS languages 

 SQL databases and database querying languages 

 Python (most common), C/C++ Java, Perl 

 Big data platforms like Hadoop, Hive & Pig 

Desired business skills: 

 Analytic problem-solving: Approaching high-level challenges with a clear eye on what is important; employing the right 

approach/methods to make the maximum use of time and human resources. 

 Analytic Problem-Solving: Approaching high-level challenges with a clear eye on what is important; employing the right 

approach/methods to make the maximum use of time and human resources. 

 Intellectual Curiosity: Exploring new territories and finding creative and unusual ways to solve problems. 

 Industry Knowledge: Understanding the way your chosen industry functions and how data are collected, analyzed and utilized. 

There are also some indications that the roles of data scientists and business analysts are beginning to merge. In certain companies, “new 
look” data scientists may find themselves responsible for financial planning, ROI assessment, budgets and a host of other duties related to 
the management of an organization. 

 



Data Analyst vs. Data Scientist 

 Data Analyst typically works on simpler structured SQL or similar databases or with other BI tools/packages. The data scientist 
role also calls for strong data visualization skills and the ability to convert data into a business story. Normally a data scientist is expected 
to formulate the questions that will help business and then goes on to solve for them, while a data analyst is given questions by the 
business team and solves for them.  

Both roles are expected to write queries, work with engineering teams to source the right data, data munging (getting data into the 
right format, convenient for analysis/interpretation) and derive information from data. However, in most cases a data analyst is not 
expected to build statistical models or be hands-on in machine learning and advanced programming. Instead, a Data Analyst typically 
works on simpler structured SQL or similar databases or with other BI tools/packages. The data scientist role also calls for strong data 
visualization skills and the ability to convert data into a business story. A data analyst is normally not expected to be adept at business and 
in advanced data visualization. Data analyst and data scientist skills do overlap but there is a significant difference between the two.  

Both the job roles requires some basic math know-how, understanding of algorithms, good communication skills and knowledge 
of software engineering. Data analysts are masters in SQL and use regular expression to slice and dice the data. With some level of 
scientific curiosity data analysts can tell a story from data. A data scientist on the other hand possess all the skills of a data analysts with 
strong foundation in modelling, analytics, math, statistics and computer science. What differentiates a data scientist from a data analyst is 
the strong acumen along with the ability to communicate the findings in the form of a story to both IT leaders and business stakeholders in 
such a way that it can influence the manner in which a company approaches a business challenge. 

Here is a diagram representing the skills overleaping and differences between Data analyst and Data Scientist. Our interview 
questions are grouped per these skill groups, and questions in common groups (overleaping skill groups) are sorted by difficulty (from 
basic Data Analyst questions to advanced questions for Data Scientists). Overleaping skill groups questions come first. 
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